
Wildcat  swimmers  rack  up
state  qualifying  times  to
start season

Louisburg sophomore Colin Brown has earned three individual,
and two relay state qualifying times in the past week.

Just  a  couple  meets  into  the  season,  the  Louisburg  boys
swimmers are already positioning themselves for what they hope
is a special postseason.

The  Wildcats  have  already  racked  up  several  state
qualification  times  as  junior  Colton  Prettyman,  sophomores
Colin Brown and Andrew Jamison, and freshman Noah Sharp have
already cemented a spot for themselves at the state meet.

It all started on Dec. 6 when the Wildcats traveled to the
Topeka-Hayden Invitational along with their Osawatomie, Paola
and Spring Hill teammates. The team finished second overall
and recorded several state qualifications.

Jamison won the 100-yard breaststroke in a personal best time
of 1 minute and 3.70 seconds. He also qualified for state and
took second in the 200 individual medley in another personal
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best time of 2:10.66.

As for Brown, a returning state medalist, he also qualified
for state in two events. He won the 100 butterfly in a new
personal best of 56.04 seconds and later took third in the 500
freestyle in 5:21, which was a personal record by more than 11
seconds.

Louisburg also qualified a pair of relays. Jamison, Brown,
Prettyman and Sharp were second in the 200 medley relay in
1:48.

The same quartet also took second in the 200 freestyle relay
in a state qualification time of 1:38. Osawatomie senior Luke
Hebert also earned a spot at state as he was second in the 100
butterfly in 59 seconds.

Junior  Colton  Prettyman  has  earned  a  pair  of  state
consideration  times  to  start  the  season.
Prettyman  also  had  a  strong  meet  as  he  earned  a  state



consideration time in the 100 freestyle after he took fourth
with a personal best time of 53.85 seconds.

The Miami County team then hosted its home invitational Monday
at the OZone in Osawatomie. It ran away with a first place
finish with 325 points in the 8-team meet.

Brown posted another state qualifying time, the newest one
coming in the 200 individual medley in 2:10.51, which is a
personal best time. 

Prettyman, who finished in second in the 200 IM, also posted a
state  consideration  time  in  the  event  and  in  the  100
freestyle,  where  he  took  first  in  53.21.

Brown  also  won  the  100  breaststroke  and  posted  a  state
consideration time. Jamison won both the 100 butterfly and 500
freestyle and Jamison posted a state consideration time in the
100 butterfly.

Brown, Jamison, Hebert and Prettyman finished first in both
the 200 medley and freestyle relays. Louisburg’s Noah Sharp
and  Brock  Delmez,  also  joined  Dylan  Mabe  and  Landon
Terflinger,  to  take  second  in  the  400  freestyle  relay.


